
The Long Beach Post and Long Beach Business Journal are looking for an energetic, curious
intern to help support our newsgathering operation and learn concrete journalistic skills from our
staff of experienced reporters, editors, photographers and videographers.

An ideal candidate will be familiar with the basics of news writing, including journalistic ethics,
AP Style and how to construct an article. Photo or video skills are also a plus, but not required.
You must be an excellent communicator who can work in a fast-paced newsroom environment.

As an intern, you will write our standing “Things to do” feature, which publishes every
Wednesday, and you will have the opportunity to shadow journalists in our newsroom to learn
how they do their jobs. Editors will assign general-interest news stories to interns based on their
ability, and interns are encouraged to pitch stories they are passionate about.

Interns should be willing and able to work out of our office in Downtown Long Beach on one or
two days each week.

To apply:

Send a resume, a cover letter introducing yourself and three examples of your journalistic work
to Executive Editor Jeremiah Dobruck at jeremiah@lbpost.com and Editor Kat Schuster at
kat@lbpost.com, who will then coordinate interviews with the top candidates.

About us:

The Post, founded in 2007, and Business Journal, founded in 1987, merged in 2020. They are
Long Beach’s largest newsroom and recently became a nonprofit under the umbrella of the
Long Beach Journalism Initiative.

Our mission is to create an informed and engaged community by providing a platform for our
city’s diverse voices, holding those with power and influence to account and reporting the truth
with authority, integrity and heart.

We are a fast-paced digital newsroom that embraces new forms of storytelling while holding to
traditional journalistic ethics.

Our coverage should always inspire the public to think, feel, question and act.
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